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Abstract

Plastic interactions between face and hand cortical tactile circuits occur after

severe injuries that affect the hand such as in amputation or spinal cord injury.

However, whether loss of facial movements alters the cortical circuits involved

in processing tactile inputs from the hand remains unknown. In this prospec-

tive observational study we used electroencephalography (EEG) to measure cor-

tical activity evoked by tactile stimulation of the hands before and after

botulinum toxin-A-induced facial paralysis. We found a reduction in the tactile

event-related potentials (ERPs) 6 weeks after the treatment. This suggests that

the limited paralysis of facial muscles induced during cosmetic interventions

designed to smooth lines and wrinkles on the face is sufficient to alter the corti-

cal processing of tactile inputs from the hand.

Introduction

Cervical spinal cord injury or hand amputation can induce

intriguing plastic interactions between the hand and the

face cortical circuits. In nonhuman primates, after a dorsal

column lesion in the cervical spinal cord the somatosen-

sory cortical territory responsive to tactile inputs from the

face widens and shifts into the territory deprived of sen-

sory inputs from the hand.1,2 Similarly, in humans and

nonhuman primates amputation of the hand widens and

shifts the face cortical territory.3,4 Remarkably, the physio-

logical changes after the amputation can be accompanied

by phantom sensation of the hand when the face is

touched.5 The proximity between face and hand territories

in the somatosensory cortex may underlie these interac-

tions.2,5 Nevertheless, whether cortical activity evoked by

tactile stimulation from the hand alters after a facial dys-

function has not been systematically addressed.

There are a few clinical observations indicating that the

cortical activity associated with the hand is altered in facial

dysfunction. First, in one patient with a surgical lesion of

the trigeminal ganglion, phantom face sensations could be

evoked by touching the hand.6 Second, patients with pain-

ful trigeminal neuralgia on the right show higher ampli-

tude event-related potentials (ERPs) in response to

electrical stimulation of the right hand than in controls,

but none of the patients experienced referred facial sensa-

tions from the hand.7 Third, patients with facial palsy

show enhanced hand-associated metabolic activity in the

somatosensory cortex.8 Finally, motor representations of

the hand are altered in patients with hemifacial spasms

after botulinum toxin-A (BT-A)-induced facial paralysis.9

In this observational study, we focused on people with

no neurological conditions who underwent facial paralysis

with BT-A to treat self-perceived lines and wrinkles. The

paralysis induced by BT-A lasts for approximately

2 months.10 As cosmetic BT-A injections are preplanned

we were able to measure cortical activity in response to

tactile stimulation of the hand before and after the paraly-

sis, making the analyses highly sensitive to any changes.
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Volunteers and Methods

Volunteers

Healthy outpatients predetermined to receive cosmetic

BT-A injections to treat self-perceived forehead wrinkles

were approached using mass emails. Twenty volunteers

agreed to participate in the study and they received BT-A

injections (median age 32 years, range 25–44 years, 15

women, 19 right-handed). Another 20 volunteers were

drawn from the general public to form the control group

such that each volunteer in the experimental group had a

corresponding partner in the control group with the same

age, gender, and handedness. Two volunteers from each

group were subsequently eliminated due to technical rea-

sons (see below). None of the volunteers had previously

received cosmetic BT-A injections or were under prescrip-

tion drugs. Written informed consent was obtained from

all of the volunteers, and the Canton of Zurich’s ethical

committee approved all of the procedures.

BT-A injections

Each volunteer in the experimental group received a total

of 14 injections containing BT-A (VISTABEL�, Allergan,

Inc., Irvine, CA, total dose 12–44 units) to create a bilat-

eral gradient with high BT-A concentrations at the gla-

bella that decreased along the lateral axis along the

forehead. This pattern of injections is routinely used in

cosmetic clinics to paralyze the corrugator and frontalis

muscles to treat frown lines and forehead wrinkles,

respectively. The forehead paralysis was verified using

electromyography electrodes on the frontalis muscle and

video-based assessments of facial expressions.

Electroencephalography recordings

Pretest measurements were conducted 1–3 weeks before

the BT-A injections and posttest measurements were con-

ducted 5–6 weeks after the injections. The volunteers in

the control group were also measured twice, with a gap

of 6–9 weeks between the measurements.

Brief suprathreshold tactile pulses were applied on

either thumb in a random order. Stimuli consisted of a

single 2 msec long tap delivered using a solenoid tapper

(Heijo Electronics, Beckenham, UK), which made a

12.5 mm2 contact with the thumb pulp and resulted in

0.4 mm indentation on the pulp. The stimulus was pre-

sented 1250 times on either thumb and the interstimulus

interval was 1500 � 250 msec. The taps were silent, still a

background audible white noise was played to ensure that

the taps remained inaudible through the experiment.

Similarly, the forehead was also stimulated but this data

is not presented here due to the high incidence of facial

muscle artifacts.

Continuous electroencephalography (EEG) was recor-

ded from 62 Ag-AgCl electrodes mounted to an equidis-

tant elastic cap (EasyCap, Inning am Ammersee,

Germany). The signals were amplified with an AC

coupled amplifier that had hardware imposed high-pass

of 0.016 Hz (BrainAmp MR, Brain Products GmbH,

Gilching, Germany). The data were re-referenced offline

to the average signals from all of the scalp electrodes.

The data were further analyzed with EEGLAB, an open

source Matlab toolbox. The data were band-pass filtered

between 0.5 and 30 Hz, and trials affected by blink or

other artifacts were rejected from further analysis by

applying a �50 lV threshold to all channels. A median of

750 artifact free trials (out of 1250 stimulations) was

extracted from either thumb per volunteer per session.

Two volunteers were excluded from each group due to

excessive blinking or sweating.

The data from the left and right hand stimulations

were statistically analyzed separately using the Matlab

toolbox LIMO-EEG.11 Pre- and posttest repeated mea-

sures mixed-design analyses of variance were conducted

using the general linear model framework and were cor-

rected for multiple comparisons using two-dimensional

spatio-temporal clustering based on 1000 bootstraps (sig-

nificance threshold P = 0.05).11 The BT-A treatment

effect was reflected in the group 9 time interaction (F-

statistic).

Results

We instructed all the volunteers to perform forehead

movements and in the experimental group BT-A injec-

tions visibly paralyzed the muscles bilaterally (involuntary

movements of the forehead were not tested). Visual

inspection of the tactile ERPs identified positive peaks at

~50, 100, and 200 msec after tactile stimulus onset near

the contralateral somatosensory cortices (at electrodes C3

and C4, according to the international 10–20 system),

corresponding to the canonical P50, P100, and P200.12,13

We analyzed the data across all electrodes and time

points. Forehead paralysis significantly reduced the ampli-

tude of the contralateral P200 wave evoked by the left

thumb stimulations (Fig. 1A–C). Topographic maps of

repeated measures statistics (F-statistics) revealed that the

alterations were restricted to the electrodes above the con-

tralateral somatosensory cortex (Fig. 1D). Forehead paraly-

sis also reduced the responses to right thumb stimulation

(Fig. 1E–H). ERPs to right thumb stimulations were signif-

icantly reduced in both hemispheres, although most signifi-

cant reductions were found at left hemispheric sites above

the somatosensory cortex (Fig. 1H).
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Figure 1. Botulinum toxin-A (BT-A) injections in the forehead decreased cortical tactile event-related potentials (ERPs) evoked from the hands. Tactile

stimuli were applied to the left (A–D) or the right (E–H) thumbs. (A) Three-dimensional (3D) topographic maps of brain activity in the control group were

calculated by using the average of linearly modeled ERPs. The times below each plot indicate the time point after stimulation. (B) 3D topographic maps of

brain activity in the experimental group show a reduction in cortical activity after the BT-A injection. (C) Averaged traces recorded from the electrode with

the highest mean activity. The gray inset shows the electrode location on a 3D scalp representation. Solid lines indicate the mean brain activity values at

each time point, and the shaded lines represent standard errors. The time points shaded with gray showed significant effects of BT-A. (D) 3D topographic

maps of the statistical measure (F-statistic) demonstrate the spatial distribution of the effects of BT-A injections on left hand-evoked cortical responses. (E)

3D topographic maps of brain activity in the control group calculated using the average of linearly modeled ERPs. (F) 3D topographic maps of brain activity

in the BT-A injected group show a reduction in cortical activity. (G) Averaged traces recorded from the electrode with the highest mean activity. (H) 3D

topographic maps of the statistical measure (F-statistic) demonstrate the spatial distribution of the effects of BT-A injections on right hand-evoked cortical

responses. The effects of BT-A on right hand-evoked responses were observed in both hemispheres, but were more prominent in the left hemisphere.
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Discussion

Previous physiological studies on hand amputees revealed

enlargement of the face representation in the somatosen-

sory cortex.3,5,14 Furthermore, clinical observations on

patients with facial sensory or motor abnormalities indi-

cated that their hand representation is enlarged.6–9 Taken

together, they suggest that the face–hand plastic interac-

tions result in a widening of the cortical representation of

one body part in response to injury affecting the other

body part. Here we studied cortical ERPs evoked by tac-

tile stimulation of the hand in first time cosmetic BT-A

users. We found reduced P200 wave evoked from either

hand after 6 weeks of BT-A injections on the forehead.

This study indicates that a period of limited facial paraly-

sis alters the cortical processing of sensory inputs from

the hand. We expected an increase in the amplitude of

the ERPs from the hand after the facial paralysis and yet

this was not found, indicating that the cortical response

to a limited facial paralysis is intrinsically different from

the response to substantial loss of function such as in

amputation or facial nerve injury.

It is unlikely that our findings were due to the direct

impact of BT-A. The toxin is restricted to the injection

site and its immediate surroundings. BT-A induces paral-

ysis by interrupting the motor outputs of the nerve termi-

nals that innervate the muscles. Presumably, the toxin

does not directly affect the sensors on the skin that are

sensitive to touch and movements. However, because

forehead movements generate sensations by moving the

skin and stretching spindle-like sensors, limited paralysis

deprives the brain of the sensory inputs that are generated

by forehead movements, thus indirectly affecting the sen-

sory pathways. This deprivation may have provided the

impetus for the changes observed here.

The high temporal resolution of the ERPs provided

some insights into the stages of tactile processing from

the hands affected by the facial paralysis. As the paraly-

sis did not change the early P50 and P100 waves, a

marked reorganization in the initial stages of tactile

processing from the thalamus to the primary somatosen-

sory cortex was unlikely.15 We observed a significant reduc-

tion in the later P200 wave. This wave presumably reflects

neuronal activity in the secondary somatosensory area.15 It

is indeed possible for plastic changes to occur in the sec-

ondary area independent of the primary area due to the

parallel processing of sensory inputs in the somatosensory

cortex.16

In light of previous work on face–hand neuronal plas-

ticity it was unclear why the ERPs from the hand reduced

after the facial paralysis. However, this study differed

from the previous reports in three important ways. First,

unlike the severe injuries affecting the hand or face stud-

ied previously the main impact of BT-A was restricted to

just a few muscles. Second, the previous reports on face–

hand interactions mainly focused on lower parts of the

face, but BT-A injections were restricted to the forehead.

Nevertheless, there is some evidence that forehead stimu-

lation can result in phantom hand sensations in ampu-

tees.14,17 Unlike the lower parts such as the lips, the

forehead occupies only a small territory close to the

thumb in the somatosensory cortex.18–20 Finally, both

sensory inputs and motor outputs are interrupted after a

severe injury such as in limb amputation or spinal cord

injury, but in this study tactile inputs were presumably

left entirely intact from the forehead. As a consequence,

the impotent forehead motor commands generated by the

brain were followed by an unusual sensory feedback and

these inconsistent inputs might have altered cortical sen-

sory processing through NMDA-mediated synaptic plas-

ticity.21 Overall, the forehead paralysis induced by BT-A

may have triggered a distinct set of mechanisms than in

the severe injuries studied previously.

Previous reports on the modulation of the somatosen-

sory P200 wave may provide some mechanistic insight

into its reduction after BT-A. The amplitude of the P200

wave is modulated by attention, anesthetics, and analge-

sics, and appears altered in diseases affecting the cerebral

cortex.22 Importantly, patients with temporo-parietal

junction lesions show reduced P200 amplitude.23 This

cortical area is thought to integrate sensory inputs from

different modalities. In addition, the P200 amplitude is

enhanced for congruent visuo-tactile events.24 We specu-

late that the inputs from the face and hand are integrated

such that reduction in sensory inputs due to BT-A-

induced facial paralysis diminishes the P200 evoked from

the hand. This would predict that a minor dysfunction of

the hand would diminish the P200 obtained from the

face. The speculated form of face–hand interaction must

be overcome in larger injuries such as in hand amputa-

tion or facial nerve lesions by parallel processes such as

unmasking of preexisting connections and the compensa-

tory use of the intact body part.25

To conclude, both the face- and the hand-associated

cortical tactile circuits can respond to functional loss of

the non-corresponding body part. Although it is estab-

lished that the face representation in the cortex can widen

after traumatic loss of the hand, our results indicate that

hand loses cortical activity after a relatively small loss of

facial movements. Using somatosensory ERPs alone we

could not address whether the size of the hand territory

is diminished by facial BT-A treatment. Another limita-

tion was that we did not address whether the cortical

changes were limited to the hands or whether they could

be generalized to other body parts. Further research is

needed to unravel the etiology, time-course, extent, and
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behavioral consequences of the cortical alterations

induced by a limited facial paralysis.
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